
Live a King’s life.

Kings Pride soft leaf buffalo grassSoft leaf buffalo



Imagine a totally new Australian soft leaf buffalo 
grass that is greener for longer, softer than ever, 
yet even more hard-wearing. A grass that looks 
better, performs better and allows you more time 
to enjoy your lawn and your life.

Kings Pride is redefining what makes a good lawn 
truly great.

National trials* have demonstrated that Kings Pride delivers a 

softer, greener, harder-wearing lawn all year round, whilst saving 

on time and effort on maintenance. And what’s more, it was first 

discovered growing wild – what better proof could there be of 

its natural ability to thrive in Australia’s testing climate?

*A National Trial study has been conducted with the Department of Primary 
Industries, involving blind testing 14 varieties of buffalo grass at sites across 
Australia.  For the last three years, Kings Pride has consistently been rated in terms 
of performance in the top group and is quite frequently number 1.

A Royal welcome for Kings Pride

Soft leaf buffalo



Roll out the green carpet

Superior look and 
covering – including 
low thatching

Colour in the 
heat of summer

Shade 
tolerant

Announcing a royal standard in unmatched performance from Kings Pride (Stenotaphrum secundatum):
u   In full sun   uExcellent wear and recovery under high trafficDrought hardyMows low with less thatch and less damageRoots down rapidly to save water

u   Under shade   uSuper healthy, dense and bright
u   All round   uExcellent soft feelGreat colour into Winter, early Spring colourInstall at any time in mild climates*Safely treat with all registered herbicides at label rates

Colour in 
the middle of 
a mild winter

Live a King’s life.

*Consult your local grower for more information



Email
info@kingspridebuffalo.com.au
Email
info@kingspridebuffalo.com.au

To order or for further information, 
please consult your local Kings Pride grower:

Authentically Australian

A Royal charter
Your guarantee of quality:

u  Kings Pride has been extensively researched and tested since 2002.

u  Kings Pride is grown under controlled conditions by growers 

selected for their reputation for excellence.

u  When you purchase Kings Pride you will receive a certificate of 

authenticity and quality you can rely on.

u  Every roll of Kings Pride you purchase comes with a total 

satisfaction guarantee.

Want to live a 
King’s life?

Kings Pride’s all conquering quality in the lawn stakes will reward your 

choice with happy experiences many times over. For more information 

consult our website where you will also find a grower list to assist you 

in placing your order.

www.kingspridebuffalo.com.au

Soft leaf buffalo




